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Today’s Weather

Ron Bottini. current Spartan
Daily news editor, was named
Campus Voice co- editor for next semester yesterday.
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Daily staff for two semesters.
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Student Council yesterday .1,rected the ASH Executive Secretary Bob Coontz to obtain perm:
sion from the Student Actio,,-.
Board in order that three
be located around campus to !,
ceive support for the preservation
lof Tower Hall.
1
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and
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in

front of the T. m er Hall complex
Monday.
A, Ita, booth,.,add be a tote-;
gram and a petition students eao
sign to express their feelint.,,, hi
’save the TOWer. The telegram will
be sent NI Goi.,yrim
Brown and state legislat..rs.
In ASH Treasurer Al Henninger’s report, la. buesetltusl a
request for SI 5a to go into the
Save Towel’ Hall l’ampiii:;11.
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DU Regains Campus Recognition
After Two Months’ Suspension
I lion was their new faculty adviser,
Dr, Phillip Gallaher, of the personnel counseling service.
DU Vice-president James Wood head said, "we were told hi either
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appointment which was unanimously confirmed by Student Continil.
i Three other of the publications’
positions were filled for spring
semester. John Jaeger, senior advertising major, was named editor
of Lyke Niagaziner, Gary Greathouse, senior mlyeilising major.
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RETURN OF DELTA UPSILON -Assisting in a Delta Upsilon
ceremony to remove shields obscuring Greek letters on the front
of tkiPir house is Kathy Evart, president of Gamma Phi Beta.
Past and present presidents of DU. Jim Niven (I.) and DeWayne
Holman (r.) look on. The fraternity was suspended Oct. 25 for
disciplinary reasons but recently regained campus recognition.
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Vadv Comment

By DIANE MAUZY

’"

Fttatura Editor

Sargent Shriver

political inotatotiuni his ended officially .
/1,4 that it
,’ter suspended discussion beneath the surface nor was ssaiti

Old \
IIIIW tla s into the election year 1961 and already
the
campaign- are underway. Barry Goldwater calls Nelson Rockefeller
a Dellitichit. some few people call Goldwater all sorts of things.
and President Johnson begins his search for a running mate .
Stories in the morning papers yesterday pointed toward Sargent
Shriver as the fat mite to run with Johnson in Noy ember. but cau
tiously a% oided making and definite statements.
We think Shri%er would be an excellent choice as the vice-presidential candidate for the Democratic part) for a number of reasons.
Sinker is young. energetic. wittya New Frontiersman in the
ote-getting value to Johnsom could be y (1
best of tradition. H
high. He would appeal to the y ounger voters to offset the Presideids
appeal to the oyer-30 group.
Shri% er a ho comes from President Kennedy’s industrial and
liberal \ orib. could add sotes to Johnson’s backing in the inure
conser% at it, south.
Shriver. fir his work as director of the Peace Corps. is well
known both here and abroad. His image is a good one. Not ha% ing
been in XX a-hington -politics- he has been able to keep from ha’..
Mg to take sides on issues and gather political -enemies.- The on.%
"issue- he has been iii’. tilted in was early discussion on the merits
of the Peace Corps..Xnd the success of that %enture adds even !non.
luster to hi* image.
XX hether Shriier actually is qualified to handle the job and
possibly succeed to the position of President is likely to be a big
question. He has neYer sened in either house on Capitol hill and
has ii.’. .’r held any. major executive governmental position in an%
of the states. He was a relatively unknown until President Kennedy
used him in the election and then gate him the Peace Corps baby.
When we talked with Shriver before a lecture here earlier thi,
semester. we were impressed with his wide range of knowledge and
his charm.
He seemed ,apable of handling almost anything and we think
he could wear n, ell the %ice president’s garbs.J.A.

adj(Smtirlill.edthe "smoking" light is on and election eampaigners are
fit itig to decide whose heels need to be fired. There will hi. no
’,nation. A blazing trail will mark the path of the 1%4
pfed..

The

ammunition is Marc’,’, Thet hate
RL
dentiloreletliteiffiepuldicatis
hist
their established target. the late President, and cannot yet hien,
effectively on Lyndon Johnson. In a very real sense, they
hate
about,ght
tiothiTnigletriel talkisasl
difference in COF’ polities todat, hostler
There are smile indications that the l’arty regards the conserfatiie.
fm inge as moving toward unreality - that it calls for such sharp re.
yersals as would lease great problems largely untouched.
Within the ranks of the Young Republicans, 14(1’11
seed of
tadicalisin. there is some discontent. One eastern 1 It group ho
called for the ranks to bring forth a candidate it-ihthse.:1:1:1’llelltherei
late Mr. Kennedy. The Alameda County chairman of the YR.; re.
. disavow any association with the ex.
tastily wrote: "We most
Irvine right John Birch Society. The John Bin
Mually emphasize that they are not a in Ilit

Question Man

Brown for V.P.?
By RICHARD REEB
(Photos by Alan Buckingham)
Do } on Think Gov, Brown. should run for

ice President?

Dan Sorensen, social science, graduate:

I wouldn’t want Pat Brown as President,
so it follows that I wouldn’t want him as Vice
President. I agree with his program, but I
don’t believe he has the imagination or leadership to be President. My major objection
is that he doesn’t have the courage to go
against public opinion.
Site Olson, social service corrections, freshman:

I don’t know that much about Pat Brown.
If you’re after the votes. probably Sargent
Shriver would be the best man. I really don’t
know that much about it.

Bob Spn-en, business administration, junior:
Yes. He’ll help pull the stale for the Democratic Party. He’s the governor. SO apparently
the majority of people voted for him.

Patty Cohn, education. sophomore:
No, because he’s the governor and he
should finish his term. He said when Nixon

was running for governor that he (Nixon)
wouldn’t finish his term if he were elected.

Ron ()skins, engineering, sophomore:
Yes. I do. I’d think he’d make a very satisfactory addition to the Democratic ticket.
He’s such an interesting personality.

Tom DiPippip, English. sophomore:
No. He has no political philosophy. I think
that Caroline Kennedy should run for Vice
President in order that the dynasty may continue.

Pat Rarnebey, sociology. sophomore:
No. I don’t think he knows enough about
the nation. Ile hasn’t done much as Governor.
Het isn’t very progressive.

est
ails

it!’’

The events of

And Now; Basketball
Anyone who remembers watching San Jose State.- 1,,,kobali
famous
games three and four years ago probably is busting
about now, and for good reason.
Coach Stu Inman has a pretty good ball club put together this
year which should hate a good crack at winning the West Coast
Athletic Conference title and a spot in the NCAA playoffs for the
first time in years.
The Spartans did some fancy tuning up over the Christmas
vacation when they won the WCAC tournament for the second
straight year. And their 8-3 record stands as the best in the league.
The team is a fairly young one, hut one that seems to be adapting to Inman’s defensiie play quite well
The Spartans begin their league games this weekend in Los
Angeles. XX e wish them the best of luck.J.A.
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Views Into the New Year

Pres. Johnson Must Deal Early
With NATO and Latin America
By STEWART HENSLEY
United Press International
WASHINGTON
UPI
-President Johnson, beset by
legislative problems and pressed
for time before the election
campaign, nevertheless must
deal early in 1969 with two critical international situations- one
in Europe and the other in Latin
America,
In Europe he must seek to reassert and consolidate American

leadership of the wavering North
Atlantic Treaty Organization
INATOS In Latin America he
must search for the so-far
elusive formula to breathe life
into the faltering Alliance for
Progress.
Johnson also will be pressed,
as was his predecessor, for
stronger action to eradicate the
Communist cancer in Cuba. And
he is known to be particularly
worried about the unstable situation in Communist - plagued
Southeast Asia.
All these problems must be
considered and dealt with
against a background of uncertainty over Russia’s intentions
in 1964. Each decision and move
must be assessed for its effect
on the nuclear stalemate of terror on which the peace of the
World rests so precariously.
MUST WIN ELECTION
Until the new president wins
election in his own right as the
odds-makers say he will
he
probably can do little more than
conduct a holding operation in
foreign affairs, seeking to avoid
deterioration on any front.
Considt ;11’.! the time available.
Johnson must campaign in great
part on the foreign policy record
of the late President Kennedy.
This record shows two major accomplishments
forcing Russia
to pull her nuclear missiles and
bombers out of Cuba and getting
a limited nuclear test ban treaty
and a number of frustrations.
Most State and Defense Department experts have advised
the new Pie -abaft they belie %r
Russia is in no position to chatlenge him seriously during 1964.
Their opinion is that Soviet
Premier Nikita Khrushchev,
troubled by domestic industrial
and agricultural problems and
his hitter struggle with Red
China for domination of international Communism. will avoid
pushing Berlin or any other
smoldering East-West issues to
the flaming crisis point where
nuelear war is a possibility.
Johnson’s advisers acknowledge, however, that the Soviet
leader may well indulge in familiar siteoistary ircon...1111, Arnt
hal :,,,111,11t

ill

aily. number nil

points to try to keep Johnson
off balance and test his reactions
short of war.
The President is in no hurry
to meet with Khnishcheys Hints
from Moscow that a "get -acquainted" session, without formal business, might be worthwhile have fallen on deaf ears
here so far.
Johnson believes it is folly to

appear too eager to negotiate.
He sent word to Khrushchev,
through Soviet Deputy Premier
Anastas I. Mikoyan. that the
United States was always willing to discuss problems but
would insist on solutions based
on strict reciprocity. Johnson
made it clear he will demand a
quid for every quo and there will
be no concessions imperilling
Western security.
STRENGTHEN NATO
The President already has begun talks with West European
leaders in an effort to preserve
and strengthen existing ties. And
he hopes somehow to blunt the
sharp edge of the American conflict with French President
Charles de Gaulle over NATO
military strategy and Europe’s

political future.
Johnson’s late December meeting at his Texas ranch with
West German Chancellor Ludwig Erhard was designed to
make clear that a keystone of
his foreign policy will hi’ eon.
firmed closest collaboration %kith
the former enemy state. mak ffia
of NATO’s most responsible
members.
Johnson also has scheduled
talks with British Prime Minister Sir Alec Douglas-Home,
Italian President Antonio Segni,
Canadian Premier Lester B.
Pearson and others.
Johnson wants to meet with
de Gaulle. They agreed at their
brief exchange following the
Kennedy funeral that they
should get together sometime
and talk things over.
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John-oi has no illusions that
he can alter France’s refusal to
cooperate, in nuchar defense
strategy. Nor does he believe
de Gaulle can he persuaded to
lift his veto against Britain’s
bid for Common Market membership.
He does believe. however. that
the direct clash between Paris
and Washington can be greatly
reduced by turning over to the
Europeans
who are the ones
most directly concerned
the
task of arguing with the aloof
French leader. Johnson plans to
make it clear ti de Gaide, if
and when the two meet, that the
United States will abide by the
decisions of the Europeans themselves concerning their defen.se
and political future.
NO CUBAN SOLUTION
John -on. so far as is known,

has no dramatic solution for the
Cuban problem in mind. He can
be expected to intensify efforts
to isolate the Castro regime,
both economically and diplomatically, and to join in increased patrols hl) prevent the
export of arms and agents from
Cuba to neighboring countries.
Johnson is portrayed as being
determined to find some way to
get the Alliance for Progress
operating more effectively. ’Du,
long-term U.S. foreign aid program fused on self-help and Plllit! i; I rftf.nnIS Within the area
admittedly has not "caught fire"
south of the border.

late have had a sobering effect MI ti,- inmd of
the people. Perhaps this accounts for the luminous criti, kin of dr
John Birch Society’s full -page advertisements concerning the
sI ltation of President Kennedy. In a demonstration of %%set, lied Ley.
the Society has attempted to use the tragedy as a 1111’1111s Of getting
people to buy Birch propaganda packets and to contribute monet.
It has beep a mistake, it seems, to regard the liireher
lively at least as possessing honest belief in American ideals and a
sl’11,1. of human decency.
It has been difficult to tolerate the Blither attitude of aveusa.
lion and hate against Dwight Eisenhower. Earl XX arren. Adlai
Stevenson and our late President. Many pettish. hate ,taisidered it
someivliat amusing that candy-tnaker Robert Welch. who consider,
himself MOM. patriotic, should declare Eisenhowei a cry plo-Cono
munist and agitate for the impeachment of XX alien.
The nation and national liberty should nta regard the Birches’s
countless insults as just amusing and interesting. It is a mentally
sick society which says that the high tide of social poe!ress :cm. in
pre-(;iv il War Days. and which in its policies arli, ate. j ienun
to those days. Tolerant but critical and reasonable thinking .,11
part of the American people is by far enough to send tia
reeling into oblivion.
The restlessness and uneasiness of the GOP is a step tasad
the positi%e. It is the task today of responsible
dictate
sane, plausible and reasonable course for the future, sithout ie.
sorting to the fanaticism of either right or left.
It is the task of the traditional center to embrace a (ourse that
will assure the people of the great substance .4’ libertv auul u-I
enough polies to enable an effectiye front with alt ii to battle
the problems and challenges of domestic and international coneern.
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Mailbox
By RON LEINIO
Exchange Editor

Checklist for Alcoholics
Certain causes of alcoholism haYe been researched by a pro.
lessor at Tulane University in New Orleans, La. Identified only as
Dr. Schulhofer, the researcher told the Hullabaloo that no "alcoholic
profile" has been established, but some causative factors can be
out lined.
Dr. Schulhofer listed three causative factors. He said the
largest group of alcoholics suffered a deprivation of love or food
during childhood and failed to gain a feeling of security as the:,
grew older.

erman

THE PARENTS’ PART

Dr. Schtilhofer reported that a second group of alcoholic adults
lived with parents who exhibited strong "tips" and -downs." The
parents vacillated from elation expres.sed in a loving, denlanstratM
manner to depression with sudden anger or sadness.
Dr. Schulhofer said a third group of alcoholics never got ova’
a strong tie to a person of the same sex.
SATURDAY CLASSES AT FULLERTON

Saturday classes are in the offing for students at Fullertofi
Junior College. An article in The Hornet manias! that Dr. Otto
Roemmich, vice president of instruction, said "every" faciltlY at
campus may be used from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. six days a week.
Between 8,000 and 8,600 day students and 3,500 to 4.000 extended
day students are expected to enroll in the fall.

552 5. Batc
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UNEASY ABOUT ASIA

mi. new President, intensely
interested in :Southeast Asia, is
as uneasy as other high officials
about the situation there. Cambodia has irrionneed American
:lid and is flirting with the Communists. The situation in supposedly neutral Laos drifts farther left.
The new revolutionary military government of South Viet
Nam is intensifying the fight.
with massive American support,
against Communist-led guerillas.
But it has yet to pr,fe it can
fii.ate ;in ariminkt iii Hm eVrthic
,r(

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

7 -

popubie support ovii

in eteittled

AIMS

Johnson’s plvdge to defend
reedom by honoring American
commitments "from South Viet
Nam to West Berlin" heartened
CS Allies around the
hiS
1,1 action
And
in
foreign as well as domestic affairs has spurred hopes of new
measures to roll back the Red
tide
But gsen the ts.tenittitle o!
the task in the foreign held and
other demands pressing in on the
t he nest f w
President
,k,11 I..1
months. it it ,n11,1
,osrwet 11
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From One Coop to Another

HEMEL, H1:MPSTF:AD,
Fogleaving. Brownlee and !
and IUPI) Two elderly sisters
condy trained at the University of I
who lived for 30 years in an unt.11’111i,1:11fIzn tiuingia.,tittDaimin
Davis fr!)o.,
three heated, unlighted chieken coop
lecltiti-!have moved to another unheated,
yi,,4.,,,I44 4tir,
1,444a44,. 44,414,14,,,44 4.14441,4.n 4.444,14.
ihe region), the area’s calAnd there, they said today, they
4444,4. liktoo. anti traditions. as wed, will stio,,
as Amen lean history and institeu
l’he case of Marcella Finnigan,
85, and her sister Ella, 78, has
They will join 147 other volun- tossed i wad id’ red leg* into the
leers in India who are teaching anti welfare inaehinery: id’
this souththe aretnieetural Iel’isne Panel:
helping in the erimmunity develop- ern English town,
The school will select three of mem 444141
rxti,nstan
eitN
The
council
Tuesday
night
these tiatties for III, - II lllle-clui’al
.01
lOs,
postponed II move I., lorce I he
advisory committee will Will
screen applicants for the SJS union
111.-i rung job.

-i i.
out of their henhouse and
into a clean, well -lighted old
peoples’ home.
"We want a little time to think
this problem over," said couneillor
Mr-. Enid Foxall.
The Finnigan spinsters moved
into the chicken coop as squatters
durina the 1930’s because tte.
wanted to get away from etei
leody.’
For 30 years they lived happlIN
in squalor. Then- Was no heat or
sanitation faeilities, no light except
a t.)1111110, IP;
esteInl
broloti

1,1:1, Iand mud
Great cracks
opuned in the wood walls, A tourlap blanket covered their orangecrate bed. A burlap pillow cradled
thou- heads,
The sisters greW It few s:ege11111k-s in a plot beside the hut The
sympathetic manager of the farm
on whieh the coeip stands brought
them chickens to eat.
Their case came to light this
winter when both sisters fell ill for
o he first time in 30 Nears, they said.
Local health officer Dr. Hobert
I ri,1 came, Salt’
05114 hOlTil i,.,1

..1!’,.’

JANUARY CLEARANCE

Scholars take heeds Get your A in Econ the
easy way...come to Roos/Atkins and partake
of the great savings on finest quality
apparel for young men. Now during our big
January Clearance is the time to prove
that you know when to buy! Take action now:

Sarah Ilennino
I "Rome, one ,
Santa Clara (samit ’s oldest mob,
dim:Alters, and a graduate of St,,:
Jose Normal Sehool. died 13ee. 21;
It the age of 101.
v!"4‘.:*"-,

i,-,51,01

"Rtee4.01611111.

MEN’S MR.WHITE SHIRTS
$5 Cotton broadcloth with
spread collar, french cuffs
$5 Button-down collar, Ivy Style,
in cotton oxford cloth

Recreation Minors
All recreation minoz - planning t),
take reeroation classes sprint -,
piofessor 01 ’nester plan to meet with ’AL
Stadler in PER109 at one ad II,
,
p.m. followitnr limes:
Monday. Jan
%till be in 1:011-12:30 to 1:30 pin. TLICSI13..
Jan. 141h-3:00 tel 1:00 pm

erman Club Talk

3.99 3/for 11.75
3.99 3/for 11.75

UNDERWEAR & PAJAMAS
1.50 T-shirts, crew or V-neck

1.19

3/for 3.50

1.19

3/for 3.50

1.99

3/for 5.90

5.00 Pajamas, drip dry cotton

3.99

3/for 11.75

5.00 Pajamas, cotton flannel

3.99

3/for 11.75

1.65 Patterned boxer shorts
2.50 Boxer shorts, Dacron/cotton

MEN’S SUIT
Fine quality men’s clothing from current stocks
greatlyreduced-newest styles, superb tailoring!
Famous names regularly 69.50 to $125

$44 *61
Plus no charge
for alterations!

SAVE on MEN’S SOCKS
.,n

112 5. 3aieLs,

CV 5-7238

led

Fedrico Fellini’s

.100 S. 10 St.
CY 4.5544
"THE AFFAIRS OF ANABELLE"
"7 DARING GIRLS" &
"THE VIRGIN BRIDE"
"PAYING THE RENT"
"BY APPOINTMENT ONLY"
2 Complete Show,
- Students $1.00 -

SZAIG2ATC)GZAI
14502 BIG BASIN WAY UN 7-3026
"THE CONJUGAL BED"
"TOO IAD SHE’S BAD"
Sophie Loren
STUDENTS - St OD

Now save big on

1.19

3/for 3.50

1.00 Heavy rib Nylon stretch

790

3/for 2.29

SPORTCOATS

1.25 Orlon/Nylon stretch ribs

990

3/for 2.95

1.50 Hi Bulk Crew Orlon/Nylon stretch 1.19

3/for 3.50

Superb choice, take advantage!
Regularly 39.50, 49.50, 59.50

1.50 Blue Top imported wools

110

on

He started proceedings :., moVe the
sisters out to a home,
But both refused to move.
I
"We are happy here.- Miss Mircello said, "and own this home tit
outs " A doctor examined
and said they were in good shape,
all things considered
With the.
, al their heel... the
t!,11:.
I,
pulled up stakes in Sunday and
moved next door to
r. house. Their "new’ hot.,
;aid h.,

tS

Native Daughter
Succumbs at 101

The daughter of parents who
day in
est me amiss the country in a
t1 ’he
lihrnry,
esivered wagon front Missouri it,
I.. I. Italph Nlorse. co -1854. Mrs. Del:onto became
:111 I
school teacher at 1.1,11100e. Sant.,
tiIII the elay followBarbara County, after gratin:WI,
, dion i always
from San Jose Normal Schema. I.
: the :.)::or for
San Jose State.
1.)
914,1,
She inarried the Lompoc villain,:
,11
1)11,
I no
0smith, Albert 13ellorne, who
Itie year.
Wed several years ago.
were re Hu. V.Its 140
10.
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Anyone for Fricassee?

Valley !president, said there Was 11,, to:
are again inite priority: sN,tem eer 001..1., I
out and that
only action I
for the California State at the Nov. 8
’needing was to 1,
niap
110aul ed- Trustees lb,
he
neeitor stisly tariwu
studidits.
us for a Satila Clara C’ounty 1,4 4144,,,,rt
Dr fusel added that arm:
,.iitolhoent system at San
I lOns
Mld
he judged
still
He:, district wants "’ a,dles. ’it Ito student’s home
from Santa
’nie
inior college distr..:3
afraid ’’I lacing a heavy tax a
prioroy
"..
to.
students wh,, ,
.0.1-,,f-rolInty applicants to , lien
turned down at 5.1.5 in fir...
arks: he keep the load on
students from Whet: areas oi
nisr collets- down.
:tate
.
’IWO ’sane, first
I11110 said he 00,11111 meet It,:
the San Jose
far
..keek with state college chatrs
.slitussions stall is conGlenn S. 13einike to discos-.
" Bruce F Allen, West plot dem.
taiord chairman. told Albert
’I thought we included
’
,ice president of the Board
ersion policy in the minutes Is,:
II appwasit
hi! rome o..
n referred to a diversion that It
.3rerd to at a Board tot
on Not. 8 that
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st.i.
aat, ealees nearer their
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NOW CUT TO

MEN’S SPORTSHIRTS
NOW 2.99

2/for 5.85

NOW 4.45

2/fc.

NOW 4.95

2/for 9.75

NOW 5.95

2/for 11.75

MEN’S SWEATERS
7 & 930 P.M.

and Almaden Rel.
1118 IN ACAPULCO"
"COMMA NCHEROS"
"BACHELOR IN
PARADISE"

01 IN
Al AsAFnA
"PLEASE NOT NOW"
8,,ytte 80rdof
"THE WIND CANNOT READ"
Stade.), 81.00
1111r

alfna

TROPICAIRE
"TAKE HER SHE’S MINE"
"NOTORIOUS LANDLADY"

CY 2-6771

THE CARDINAL

NOW 9.95

south screen
"BATTLE OF THE WORLD"
"ATOMIC AGE VAMPIRE"

13.95

19.95

MEN’S SLACKS
Prices slashed to reduce our huge stocks- pleated,

MEN’S JACKETS & CAR COATS

Were 18.50

Excellent selection famous brands reg. much higher- now cut to clear!

L.

NOW

14.95 19.95 24.95

SUPER/CHARGE!
Buy nuw & make minimum monthly payments:

$51

Your chance to stock up on

unpleated. lvys, Continentals, many

1969 Alum Rock Arc
north screen

hiti Sao
Salvador

Brolctil sizes of finest imported & dorrietic pullover’, and cardigans

$41

*31

8.75

fabrics & colors

5
*I 9
*23

NOW *I

2/for $28

Were 22.50

NOW

2/for $36

Were 27.50

NOW

2/for $44

Santa Clara
Stevens Creek Plaza

Downtown: First at

I

---...11111111111,
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Prof To Speak
At Northwestern

4--8PARTAN DAILY

Women Bei-und Wheel 0
Edith Paulson New Program Is Initiated
Pi Omega
9. 1

Th"l’i"

January

9"

Dr. Art tin, I
of pI).
l’Ia(
,torlorit

Pi Head

about what makes a car run. moot
By WILLI %Nil 1 014.51 v’s
how to keep it running properlj.lati.ritational
United
ton. Ill , this
LOS AN( iELES UPI - Mrs. she said.
Omega Pi, the Business Education
"Si long as the average woman
The thice-.1
Honorary. are Edith Paulsen, I tonna Zink doesn’t like the stigma
017 to 19,
can get in, turn the key and step
president; Carol Cadona, vice pres- t hat goes along with the phrase
’ the prohiem,
on the gas, she is satisfied.
ident; Sally Duffy, corresponding -notnan driver." She is going to
secretary; Gabrielle Periat, re- do something about it.
GOOD
COULD
IW
aspects
M i’s, Zink has been selected by
h
cording secretary: Kathleen Kuch.
Woleall Could be a fairlj:
"Any
.
treasurer and Elaine Hopewell, the Nationwide Safety Centers
that "ere ill she
Corp. to initiate a program tie- good driver r
EXiSten’.;:11
historian.
had to worry about. But just let
signed to teach women more than
the Jan
or one of the tires go
stall
car
the
The newly elected officers will
50 per cent of the drivers how to
scholars
and she gets lost."
be installed today at 6:30 p.m.take
’
!take care of their automobiles and
’
commenti,1
Mrs. Zink said that when the
in Cafeteria Room A.
come better drivers.
alized
into
a
service
goes
ataverage
woman
Mrs . Zink has already began
role that Ill.,
station, the only thing she thinks
-aories of speaking engagements to:
lowed 1., to. ii
the tank with gasofilling
about
is
. it ious women’s clubs and organ - o
3 Speed Bicycles
Dr
izations in Southern California. fin"’
mast
"If the attendant says the car ’
Vithin the next few months she
Notlh....tern
needs oil. most women say to
a ill be speaking throughout the
thority
themselves they will havc their
western part of the country,
fessional pain*. ,
husband bring it in next week and
brothers were invited secretly two weeks prior
least that’s
WAY TO FLY At
ONLY
THE
ides terutini
have it worked on," she said.
EXPLAINS RULES
to the sneak. Once at the San Jose Airport, the
what several Sigma Chi actives felt after they
I or
Mrs. Zink explains basic rules of
"ask the average woman driven
actives were quite surprised that the pledges
were treated recently to a most spectacular
0,1!
maintenance of the automobile. when she last had the brake fluid
bad made all the necessary arrangements for
sneak to Lake Tahoe, via air. The Sigma Chi
She also gives tips on safe driving, checked, and she probably won’t
the trip.
Invitational sneak was arranged by the pledges
,.1
road hazards and automobile have the slightest idea of what
so as not to conflict with college programs. The
’Phe Nei.,
economy.
you are talking about. I hope to
organize,I
Mrs. Zink SUMS up her role in change this situation," she said.
from
supporte,1
"My
this program by saying
LECTURES
the under..40.o,’ .
objective is to teach women how
Mrs. Zink said her so-called lecto stay alive."
"Women have just as much re- tures are actually more of a dis;less and elegant fabrics such as neck,
By YVONNE HARPER
sponsibility if not more than the cussion-type program than lecare some of the other items bears
1,1aicades.
organization
tures.
She
talks
to
an
:xi
campus
fash,
What’s
ahead
do when it comes to driving,"
Speed Bicycles men
-fitting shifts, with or with- introduced,
Free
,s,,
then
and
for
the
first
few
minutes
ions for Spring 1964’
she said.
In accessories the emphasis k ind,; .
mit sleeves, are still very much
-Women drive the children opens the way for questions and
one
buyer
for
a
According
to
so.’
f ronz
on the scene. Long a illies y waist. on pins, nestled in new spots
’a’’,
-mound more than men do, and if discussion of the particular auto- San Jose apparel shop, styles will
Inca with belts lo,operl casually as the holltnv of the collari,a,,
no other reason than this, they motive problems the women would
be much the same as last year. around the hips are making a at the top of the hipbone, or
should be able to handle a car as like to talk about.
side a low collar.
Mrs. Zink, mother of twin boys, Pastels, which were intIvxhiced comeback.
well as a man."
To go along with the faslo
Coats still also have the loneComplete Repair Service
Mrs. Zink said that before the! 15, recently was television star last season for winter wear, will
waisted look and many are belted. picture, hairstyles will he strao
lime of the super highways and Steve Allen’s secretary. She has be popular as always. Burning
are ex- Ifrochle-breasted blazers and short - and simple with a rounded
Parts & Accessories
freeways, and before the family been an airline hostess, manager pink and canary yellow
just below
asess of height that Iti-gins at the
car was made to go more than 50 of a country club and has worked pected to be among the favorite coats that come
hips are also being featured.
OPEN TONIGHT
t ho’
crown and curves solt
- per hour, driving was a with numerous television person- hues.
Hemlines will remain about the
Slant shoulders, accompli.
alities.
project.
- can
pack. For evening hair
’TIL 9:00
Mrs. Zink said she feels that if same length with long skirts pop- ’welt seaming, softly VA collerai
-Now it is a skill just to stay
1435 The Almeria
dressed -up with haulm., .
Roberts
Book Store
..ove and in one piece." she said. the women drivers learn how to ular for evening and lounging. first seen in London last year,
CY 3.9766
col - as a braid. Mid-limeth
104 St ecr,sr . Most women know so little take care of their cars, the men Billowy formals are definitely turtle -necked and standoffish
den
I.
tars,
which
never
get
near
the
emphasis
is
now
on
sleektoe
"out;"
expected
popular.
:ire
also
will do the samein self defense.
ral!MINCENIMiNNIMME.
She feels this strategy eventually
will produce ;t nation of safe:
dri\
New

officers

spring

11,
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The Scoop on Spring Fashions
and f ich,. h-

$39.95

10

Cook Leads Shie

$59.95

PAUL’S CYCLES

Dining
Refreshments !
Rock & Roll Band 117
Fri. Sat. Sun.
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you’re old enough to vote you’re old enouoh to
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dine and dance at the Hyland Inn.
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SAM Will Sponsor
Investment Seminar

Freshman Corresponds
With 28 Foreign Friends

t heir gin ernmeto ill find out that
By ROLAND ZECIIM FASTER
Many people have 28 friends but they have been writing to an
not 28 friends whom they have American, and they are afraid."
An investment club seminar will
never seen and who they know he contemplated.
he held here Saturday morning at
8,30 in 5164. under the sponsor- better than their closest neighbor
There sire no problems which
a the This may seem unusual, but no,t exist for Edward in the area of
-hit of the student chapter
for Edward It Canaan, SJS fresh-’immi i nit-it ant, het jollier or,"
Society for the Advancement of
man history major, who has 25lems do exist. A hand -made ash Management ’SAM/.
pen pals from England, Spain. tray . mailed 1,, "ward Imre a
The purpose of the semi flat’ will Germany, Scotland, Wales, Can.
.00)0’ iii
to acquaint students with the ado, and ,Japan .
mission and objectives of invest"I love anything foreign," stated
!bent clubs and to encourage thenPri
MI
Canaan. "In my freshman year in
to organize such groups,
high school, I wrote to the In’M.
wit to
Speakers will include Profs. ternational Pen Friendship League the Po , a:,,:,
send
.1.,tk Holland and Kenneth Homey in Boston. They gity. me tlie name tr
... I00,o
.4 the Business Division. Richard and addicss of it pen pal in Japan icom
oo I tia
I ....n so
1. Arrington will represent Dean lait my name must bine been on a
o toa’iloIi 111. I
icr &co.. and Everett L. Price a list because I began to receive pm,
,’Ir
is an account executive from letters from everywhere."
S’utm & Co. Admiral Joseph I.
WANTS MORE PEN PALS
in lett,
J0111
iferligy, assistant professor of
He is hoping to acquire addi- airs ft ’,,n1 ex -postmaster tool
business, will represent the Na- tional pen pals in Mexico, Latin J. Edk
aid Day, which Car ,
Ilona’ Association of Investment America and the Soviet Union. rir-oIoed
as "a very nasty Ictl
Clubs,
He has tried several times to
pre,idt
The meeting is open to the pub- correspond with Russians, but his ,,! ,
ea ly do something alms t
lie and students. It will end at letters have gone unanswered.
ii
Is .1 e
Is
expfoono !
’I guess the 1tossians fear tl u
o. ,
I on other
o, pooped.
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OFFER YOU GET FOR
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At Low, Low Prices
All work done by qualified
student!: under super% isimi
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SULLIVAN
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Quick Clear Cerfer
Dry Clean &
Lannderelte
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$2.00
8 tbs. Dr
Load 8 to 10 Garments
Large
24 minute service
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Alma Golf Course
Considers your budget
REGULATION 9 -("31 ES OF GOLF
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2 FOR THE PRICE OF 1
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Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday-Fric.lay
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Miniature Golf with ASB Card
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ALMA GOLF COURSE
445 W. Alma St. Phone 298-4909

WHO CAN COMPETE WITH OUR 8
STORE BUYING POWER?

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.
Just 1/2 block from campus at
134 E. San Fernando
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Workshop Schedules
Iwo One -Act Operas
.ri. act operas by Gin -

charge, students for 51kt and
general is $1.50. Resered tickets

/1/1.14 Wiirksheui
11111 Sallirdil1 evtnings
(’. WellIltIl. ’I’hey are
.1 S 15 in
and "Gianni
s,,,ter .511,tened"

are availahle at the Music Box
Office, Ext. 21181.
Playing the title role in "Sister
Angelica" will be Sharon Gilbert.
The action takes place in a remote
mountain
convent
in
Europe.
Singing the title role in
"Gianni Schicchi" cc II Iii David
McClellan. This one -act opera,
Puccini’s only full -hedged cernedy, takes r ace in the bedrottm
of Buoso Donat 1, a well-to-do
lesser nobleman. Ile has just
died, and his relatives cluster
about his bed, each wondering
how much he will receive front
the old man’s will.
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SPARTAN

Students Present
Afternoon Recital
In Concert Hall

Istomin Performs
At Civic Monday
numshed

8.36

Students will have to td.u.
display their talent in a reeital this afternoon at 1:110

hield

iHT
fore

KSIS Log

\‘

KSJS College FM Radio
90.7 Mc, 85 Watts
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Student Reviews
’TV, Radio News’
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RugLuis Valdez, Russell Hol.
comb, and Bill Keeler will be
featured in this semester’s Reader’s Theater Prctentation of
"The World of Carl Sandburg"
at 8:15 p.m. tomorrow and
Saturday in the Studio Theater,
SDI03. The production will be
directed by Noreen La3arge
Mitchell, associate professor of
gles,
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-nt as yo,,- assorance
We give our inventory regula, rnet.culoys
perfect
that our medications and ingredients are always i,- snaceur
what s specifed
eracuy
and potent. Too, you can be our, that we give
to
anuous
and
prompt
Courteous,
pharmacists?
Our
substitutions.
no
.
be of service. Depend on them.

II III:I IIt
...00

Moderne Drug Co.

,..I,,r.s.111II
--

[1’71,

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.

I.

"F,A,Mt-ttIS FOR FINE FLOWERS"

Professional Pharmacists
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CYpress 2-8312
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PHONE CYpress 37(00
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STS
SAN JOSE. CALIF.
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STOP AT THE
SIGN OF
BETTER
SERVICE

2500 acres of scenic
trails. 20%
Discount to SJS students
with
ASB cards. Drive 2 miles south of
IBM on Highway
101 - then turn
right on Bernal
Road.
Ne Guides

it-

tiTtiti,Ls
§
227-9738
.4.174000=^42*11*

Whafrint your needs .n the way ni
auto servicim hem a tankful of gas
to an engine bine-up, you can hr.
sure they’ll get prompt erpert at.
+simian at reasonable student rates
CIL CHAI4(17.
LUBRICATIONS
FRONT WHEELS
BEARINGS PACKED
RELINED
BRAKES AD IUSTFD /OW
TIF/fS BAIANCfn
MOTOR TUNE-UP
Cs-ner of 8th and William St

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

_

RENTALS
SKIThe finestSHOP
Ski Rental Shop in Santa Clara Valley
Freeman’s Sport Center

cemomamagomenemmemor
HERB’S
Chevron Station

HORSEBACK
RIDING

350 Bernal Road

We/a

Cambrian Park Plaza
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SJS Library Given Collection
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Only $210 Spring Semester
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Radiant heat
Wardrobe closets
Dish master
Colorful furniture
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Women’s Approved Apartments
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Drama Dept. To Give
’World ofSandburg
r’.1.fL

II 1 I’

"lad ei Yeti

Iona I
tibtairwil at It,.
t.’
Itusutess 1..tf.crLxi

Joan Bridges, and Judith

t

4:28-Sign On
4:30-Spartan Show
5:00-News
5,15-Folk Sampler
6.00-Twilight Concert
7.00-Portrait in Jan
8.00-News
8:15-BBC World Report
8,30-As I Roved Out
9:00-Sign Off

.

wi II lie Barn Jaffee. C a 1’1,,

drama.
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Concert Hall.

President Johnson
Cuts New Budget
To $97.9 Billion
NvAsjIIN(;T( IN I l;Pl.
dent J0h1l,..1.
Congert,-.
(’S I’ l’tlay It,’
1,1,11,1 hi. new
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in half.
In his hest Sint of the l’nion
moss4etrt. .1iihnson
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eutliack in U.S. nuele:o. produrlion :Ind cluillemted Itti,siN to do
the sante in it dimndtie hid to end
vastetur
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RENTALS
01,0/7

/10 .Softta

/oto I an. s

WEEKEND RATES
Northland Skis $3.50
...11 arr., b,n,i fig
includino pp.,:
Hood Skis
Standard 56.00
Masters Vectors 8 Comp. $800
Bogner Stretch Pants S4.00
(Yes we nnt Bognor’s)

i.PORT dEftit

’IP Talk Pk/’JOSE- ,

Boots 52.50
wtk sound lire,
Quitted Parkas $3.00
(pc-Aal Package S11.00
Strerr.i

We guorantec satisfaction
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t410.
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Spartan Cagers Possibly
Have Gypsy Blood Line
college

Hy HAVE NEWHOUSE
San Jose State should he valled
the "Gypsies" instead (if the Spartans, considering the mileage it has
It up this haskethall season fulfilling ennarrernents.
After this weekend’s Southland
ileirrieV. where the Snartans tangle
with I.ovola and Pepperdine to
inon their wrAc snason. San Jose
It have nlayed 10 of 13 games
iv from home.
coireh SRI Inman doesn’t feel
,
tray/dim, has hurt his Huh.
away early in the season
ladore the longer norms, is good
-...rinrienre for the kids,- explains
Inman.
It’s easy to share Tnman’s ontornistri. for in the Spartans 12 remaining games this season after
this weekend nine will be in San
Tn.
’Inman will he one man short this
week and that man, nirh
’,odd he lost hi the slob indefinitely. Gugat. a regular forward, has
swollen glands in his neck and gets
ont of bed rash day only to some

1
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Walt Roberts
says
I Bought My

GiteitMgam,
because
r,,,a,,tat,-,,/ by a I.,.
pan,
No IS or
Iss,
Iterretity sit
per in! RIIIPA
I )01,,Ils
Sidi all, "III Of
hOrd

For Your
OLLEGEM A STER
outline ... Contact
ED COY
JIM HARGET
RAY HEIDT
DARWIN SHOOP

286-6700

241-0150

LEADS THE WAYS. T Sal.
cold, muscular forward, leads
the Spartans in many offensive
departments. Saffold, a sophompre. starts tomorrow against
Leyol a.
- -

VALENTINES
CNier’ r

Stud

50

Ctil311.
IMMO

for 49st and up

or all occas:ons

Cards

nriPETING CARD SHOP
292-3565

34 FJuntain St.

F.c_d Envied the Christian
,

.ylo have little belief envy those who are constcnce of a Supreme Power ... How comprer-.
- t. end final are the doctrines of the believers
aboured, poor, and patchy attempts at
r
ir
re the best we can produce!" (Sigmund
x. r
a
,,A.:.a-totheism, 1939)
’ied with poor, patchy attempts at oxr.d.y the best that man can produce?
e has given man the true picture of the
d "what life is all about- in the Bible.
A
is perfect; the word of the Lord is tried;
t, .s
to all those that trust in him" Ps. 18:30;
- t’
word as one that findeth great spoil" Ps,
ciderstanding according to thy word -

-

God a chance in your life and see if you
.uds. Test the Word of God in the laboratory
-

el mike up your mind for you
t,ke.

it is your

your interested friend
Box 11791 Polo Alto

Semester break is the nearest
date that can he given at this time
is to his return.
Starting at the forwards against
Loyola tomorrow will he sophomores, S. T. Saffold and Frank
Tarrant Is. Harry Edwards opens at
center and Ron Lahetieh and Al
Janrsi at guards.
Saffold continues to lead the
1251.
Spartans in hital taints.
-rime average ,11.5i, rebounds
1(171 :gel assists 1161. lt.ith Sal.
1-.1,1 and Tarrant ts have been priming for forward positions since the
:eason began. Inman has brought
?nem along slowly and now feel,
the two are ready to carry a bigger
-hare of the load.
Tarrantts played his hest game
Saturday night against San Fran -

CI
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Alter
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NATIONAL CHAMPSThe 1963 San Jose State freshman
cross country team posed for the Spartan Daily shutter after it
was announced Monday that they had retained their NCAA title.
Left to right, front row: Tom Romero, Marcel Hetu (All-American), Ken Kohon, Frank Slemp (All-American). Back row: Craig

Little, Don Endsley, Darrell Dunafon, Bob Bak -r, i 1 Myers, Dan
Vincent, Terry O’Conner, George Rios (All-American), Bill Rom,
mell, and Dave Lower (All-American). Missing is All-American
Bruce Hutchinson.

Swimming Tonight

Basketball Entries Due in Today

Today is the final day for intra- signed rip for the swimming meet
edr
mural ha:ketball entries to be
Preliminary time trials %%ill
turned in and there :ire still
be held tonight in Spartan P001
1Piigile openings 51, bew teams.
pan. There will be
A learn raptaals fleel III’’, Is starling :it
:1,15;..21,1 qualifying trials for :ill 4. fIII,
-kited for Oa:
the trin-yaril freestyle
alIll pall. I -as.11 li’stIll !MINI ilaVi
.si-.1111
lie- reliiy.
a rept(’serlialRe in I‘
’Me 251I-yard relay is a special
ternline the is r - ii ti I / a I in or
ram ti’. ii’. ing 10-man teams %vitt’
leagues.
All teams signed uq. for the the winner being determined hy
Intramural program t ill i.t.
the hest qualifying iirn’s
tn., games a tteek lietn Veil tile
11(.11111’0M: ill defend its all-, ’I h.wrs if 6:30-9:311 p.m. liegin- lege championship will Ile in..
Alpha 1.. I ()mega fraternity at h
Mug Feb. II.
ronnerrip Sigma Alpha
no intramural l. -t
Sao Jose State has beet’
:let
i
it
ies
d.iring
and
the
finals
chosen the site of the 1961 naIndisidibill champions Jim Rai tional
high school Wahl (-ham- final event before basket hall play
[’kinships. Entrs hlanks are now starts will he the annual ’4WirnMilli7 lard and Steve laiiiihrecht
Wash is hi Sie held tonighl entered Ilie
pelitiOn and will,
being sent all over the I oiled
r
rnoon.
likewise. attempt to protect
States for the tournament,
,- ira ed
nd ninety par- their own !Ales.
5’, lint, Will 1/1. 110(1 in
i, ,, ,!,,,,-od the swimBallard, a member if Sigma
lcrra ar, Chi. captured the 50yard hurterSmte. The lank
ily dd.! the 100-yard inibs
iiimider hit 13 points against the
the
number of men slus,s, ri’ut,’s to reign as the only doll ;:,tors.
"Edwards is looking better this
1. than at any time in his three I
. ,dy siiiasons here" Inman des ,1:A115,4. Giant Harry. 0-M, is averaging 101 ;wants a game on a variety
of hook shots and twisting ilimPedaround the key.
Inman says Bill Kinzie i hi third torward. and Gary (y -ha
the No. 3 guard. -Jeff Goorlere at
center gives its three strong immedia fa replacements." Inman

blur

the competition I

r

Bob
ball CI
Sparta!
parade
itraigh
a 86-4i
erage
finisher
HI
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HA.

1(01-s_ a!’d
1.a11115,1 eel]. ii on
reetityle and tini hed sry.,,n,1 in
Its,’ :50 -yard frei,zt11. fel’ nein
I
,...111.ary %%exler and
1.1g-lwr, both members Ilt the
1.111-11 his 1 relat to -am ti hieh
MI the Inn -yard meille relay
and (in’ 1110-s ard I reet le re 1.11.
e lritered In the so im’,ling e% I’ II
111111V% er, the 1%%
it 1111.
A ratacr are inettiber
11-1131%11111h$11%
ii..1111 liii..)ear
The championships ii ill
vided Friday afternoon at
ii.rn. in the ‘,prt rt rim
nw,
5,
a
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OPEN TONIGHT
’T/1 9:00
Roberts Cook Store
1001 St. ocrQs
lore;
eg91.11190.1MANNEI

SAVE ME

SAVE ME

SAVE ME

Moto

1962 I
9919iPPN
shield, e
175.00.
legs.

24 -=our Ski ac,i-doi
Call

286-3313

Day or Night

Another vsrvic-i of
FREEMAN’S SPORTS CE:-IT’’Z
244 So. 2nd St,

sig. S

Pete Newell, who was high ha
San Jose against Stanford with 11
tints, will be used largely at
guard this weekend.
Inman ha, moved Bobby
from guard to forward to make im
for Gugat’s loss and that of Mel
Simpson. who voluntarily removed
himself from this squad.
"Griggs is a fine outside shot and
in the taw days he’s been at tb.
forward spot. hasn’t looked had. r esserl Inman.
Inman who claimed to be in the
dark la -fore the season began vonierning his team’s ehaners. ha.
been very happy with the progress
made so far this year.
-The team has demonstrated two
posit ice qualities," he said.
"They’ve won all the close games
and when things have begun to
-lacken. they’ve st ink together
and evento;111s worked things ont

*,’. -fr" Y.

F3:1 THRIFTY SPARTANS ONLY!!

SI
EXPE

COTTAGE CHEESE
fOREMOIST

Fl
180

400 N.

1st Street

San Jose
MR. ROBERTS HONORED
Walt Roberts receives his trophy as San Jose State’s Most
Valuable football player from
,i presenting official of CrockerAnglo Bank, donor of the
a«ard.

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

Highest Quality at Lowest Prices

plus
Er( ’,AAR

stamps

I we honor all credit cords)

319

703 ETHYL

YAGER & SILVA

CUSHMAN YESPA
SALES AND SERVICE
I.e l’oJge

Ithe complete service station/

CV 5-0968

Now is the time for a pick-up
before finals. Try a delicious
Deluxe Hamburger today!

78 S. 4th St.

N

/e,

213-7.1(01
reaaatt
7,rritir I !arc 1.8lifornis

4931 I

Phone Orders CV 7-8421

4th and St. James
123

’ORIGINAL DEFECTIVE

Chico State Matmen
Clash Here Saturda
After taking a short vacation
the San Jose
run cornpetition,
team enter wrestling
ate varsity
Chico State Wildcats in
the
Os
Saturday.
ual meet action
State grapChico
Ositing
The
Sparers will clash against the
according
MG207,
in
p.m.
:1
at
55S
Mumby.
coach Hugh
chirii State has three good
stated Mumown on Its squad,"

Titchenal Reaps
Grid Poll Again
Bob Titchenal, head football coach, won the annual.

Spartan Daily -coaches "Grid
parade" for the sec o nd
straight year. "Titch" finished

ava 86-48 record for a .641
erage. Here’s how the pool
finished:
BOB TITCHENAL
86-18 .641
ROB JONES
81-51 .619
DAVE NEWHOUSE
(Spartan Daily)
89-55 .618
DARIO ANDERSON
81-53 .604
MIKE MURPHY
(Spartan Daily)
81-60 .583
TOM O’NEIL
(Spartan Daily)

84-60 .583

by. "Ken Harris, a 157 -pounder,
Bob Benson at I67 -pounds, and
heavyweight John Cook are the
best wrestlers on the Wildcat’s

Thursday, January 9, Val

Chew Top Spartan

SJS Gymnasts Face Potent Cal, ASU

out since. Belknap is one of Mumby’s veterans.
Mumby scheduled matches yesterday and today tee determine who

By MIKE MURPHY
iinish behind San Fernando Valley
Jenneitt’s gymnastic team State.
has nothing to lose and plenty to
Andrews will compete on the.
gain Saturday when they entertain sidehorse, parallel bars and the
two of the coast’s most powerful ’rings Saturday. Allen and Dodson
acrobatic teams - California and are both slated for the trampolin.
Arizona State.
I Kibbie will see action on the rings
San .1 eon State. not I.isted as a and parallels.
major gymnastic power in NCAA
Chew will enter all events.
ranks, efleet two of the principal
The Spartans, hoping tee ho contenders for the national title at
prove on their 5-9 1111411 111141
11:30 in Spartan Gym.
record of last year, lease foto
i
Bolstered by all-around per- meets with Stanford, too cc 0 ill.
former Rich Chew, an exciting jun- San Francisco State, hog,
; ior, the Spartan’s chances of doing Chico State, and one ravel soith
well in the point department appear bright.

team"
would represent San Jose State in
Mumby hasn’t seen Chico State the match with Chico State.
San Jose State’s freshman and
in action this year but will get a
chance to view the Wildcats Friday Junior varsity wrestling team
night when they tangle with Santa won’t see csamwtitive milieu until Feb. II when it battles StanClara University.
Chico State will get a workout ford.
against the Broncos and then
The underclassmen, winners of
wrestle against the Spartans the one match and losers of five, will
following afternoon.
battle the Indians at 6 p.m. with
the varsity teams tangling afterSan Jose State hasn’t had a
tetatch since meeting Fresno wards at 7:30 p.m.
State before the Christmas vacation break.

Stanford’s varsity grapplers didn’t fare well against the. Spartans
However, Mumby held two work- last year. San Jose State whipped
outs for the Spartan wrestling the Indians in a dual meet.
team during the later days of the
holiday session.
Warren King is expected to he
back in action after missing the
first match against Fresno State.
The veteran San Jose State wrestler was practically unbeatable last
year.
The University of California is
the only team thus far to defeat
the Chico State squad while the
Wildcats have emerged victorious
In several other matches.

Gal Tries Bowling
Rolls 261 Game
Diane

Declusion sharisined lip
her beginning bowl, ing class by rolling a 261
Wednesday
at
the
Downtown
Bowl, reports Ed Sobczak, course
inst reactor.
Diane is a freshman physical
education major from Stockiiin.
Bole Annett, a juinor in Sobezak-

for finals in

, This will be only the second dual
I meet for the San Jose State team
this season. The only other com- intermediate class, fired it 2:.!
petition for the Spartans was the game Wednesday.
annual Northern California Tournament here at the San Jose State
gymnasium.
California captured the tourna-

ment championship with Fresno
State second and San Jose State

41tJITANDAILY-7

(111W aver:m.4A 17.2 points per
meet as a ‘a/p1111111111.1. and finished sixth in the State College
ehampionships in 1963. lie has
score-el as trench as 24 points
three times. Ills overall total of
241 led the team.

tat Poly, Sacramento State, alai
,11.,1 by’ Chris 1.
Sall Fernando Valley,
1..
in tile
Visiting Cal boasts 43 stray re
I,,arney
dual meet victories and
i
Zahm. Rich
Frey’s Bears have shown that elle:.
Fields tel Cal, as thee
well be of national calibre in 1964. top r,rig men in the U S.
Cal won the recent Leis Angeles
The first home meet could
State Holiday Classic, turning hae-,, true largest gathering of west (’ons!
LA Stale and US(’.
..7yennastic talent to be assembled
’The Bears hev.e. tied finish, I nen’ for the whole season.
is orse than seventh in the NCAA
*
*
*
Tournament cinet,
17’)8 Last year
1964 SCHEDULE
was their ii stool l’(!presentati% e.
Cal, Ariz. State"
Jan. II
placing sei.mille :1ST was 19th.
Stanford
Jan. 24
,\ St ha- 7i It tie’ all-around leans.
Feb. 7
Stanford
Feb. 8
S.F. State
Feb. IS
:taco State
SF State
Feb. 21
Feb. 22
Chico, S.F. Valley*
Mar. 7
Cal Poly (SLO)
Mar. 14
Stabs Championships
Western Innersole.
Mar. 21
NCAA (at LA
Mar. 28
Denoies home meet

Chew is cane of four returning
!lettermen Jennett has. Art An
think Allen, Len Dodson

I

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP

and Jahn Kilehie form the nucleus
of the Spartan team. Jeff Wolfe,
up Ire em last year’s freshman squad
%sill be omitted on by Jennett to
fill the vacancy left by graduation
eel Mike, 1.11cpm and John Sapunar.
Luce’, sin, the state side -horse
chaniteion
IIe62 and was second
in the state meet last year. Saptour also
the Spartans points
’en their ssay to as fourth place.

339 S. 1st St,
I across from Hal.’.)

CY 7-4653

The Inside Pitch

third.

Motor Scooter Bargain
1962 HONDA 50 fully
equipped. Saddlebags, Wind..
shield, etc. Private Party. Only
115.00. 298-3361 Days or eve.
trigs.

Chien State had a good year in
Its lettgue competition during
1963 but suffered a lopsided defeat at the hands of the Spartans
22-6. The Wildcats captured the
Far Western Conference chainpionship.

SJS Sports Year
Ended in Luster

Mon., Jan. 13

Peanut’s Sandwich Shop
(across from Centenial Hall)

coffee, cokes, doughnuts and surprises

Closest complete
foreign car
SPECIALISTS
service . . .
EXPERT REPAIR ON ALL IMPORTED CARS
Motor & Transmission Overhauls
Tune-ups, Brakes, Ignition
FOREIGN CAR

San Jose
FOREIGN
CAR SERVICE
Market

180 So,

286-1100

Just south of San Jose Library

BEAUTY!

had -with three seniors in the starting Ii111.1111 alld Eddil. Sims,
seasoned ex -Navy star, the No. I risers e’,
Inman had to go with lour tiesst-year men :it the forwards in
this tourney. Still, the current crop became the first team ever tee
win the WCAC championship tkir years in a row.

But, let’s turn our attention elsewhere and we don’t have to
turn far. Less than two months back Dean Miller’s cross country
team won its second straight NCAA championship. San Jose has only
sent teams back to the NCAA meet the best three years.
Jeff Fishback finished third, Danny Murphy fifth and Ben Tucker
eighth in individual competition. With only two days’ rest. Miller’s
rugged harriers came hack with second place in the United States
Track and Field Federation meet.
Miller, however, gets neon- pride out of what his freshmen
accomplish-and no WIalder! Till. Irosli liaoe- also non tho seleeeSsive Nt’AA crowns. theorge Rios finished Mini in thee nation and
five 545 runners placed in the teen ten.
Uchida took five men back to lasi spring’s collegiate finals at
Cornell Albert Okamoto, Lee Parr, Kay Yainasaki, Dave Sawyer
and Gary Newendst. That’s all he needed, as the Spartans won fist’
eel six championships for the team championship, with Sawyer winning the all-arounel trophy.
For the judoists, it was their second straight collegiate victory.
The Athletic Department is getting a wonderful ease of double von.
Staying on the mats, the gyhiiucesl leo team finished a respectable
fourth in the state meet and wrestler Warren Killg lost only one
of 15 dual meets.
The baseball team won its league and little Jim Visher pitched

a no-hitter. The soccer team, led by All-American Dave Kingsley,
earned an NCAA regional berth.
F’ishback was the Pan-American Games steeplechase winner and
a member of the United States track team which met the Russians
al Moscow in the summer. Murphy broke the nine -minute two-mile
indoor mark twice this year.
The football team finished with a 5-5 record, after a 2-8-1 mark
In 1962. They beat Oregon leer thee first time in 545 football history..
The frosh gridders so ere 4-1-1. and held heavily -faseered California
to a scoreless tie.
It was quite a year for San Jets(’ State hilt maybe not. ’rhe department figures on making 1964 tin men bigger year. Skold.

RENT,
don’t Buy

We have a complete supply of standard model typewriters
for rent at special student rates.
Ileaut is not having
big, bulky glasses. Beauty is basing
contact lens to free yourself of the abose
Reality can he yours by coming in to The
Lens Center. Come in today and let us lit you
III contact lens.

a pair of
pi-olden).

The CAmtact Lens Center
123 South 3rd
St., San Jose

-

CV 7-5174

* kl
boom and
Calabash Pipes
* Smokers Accessories

By DAVE NEWHOUSE
Chet Belknap is still out with a
Sports Editor
knee injury and will be absent for
When Stu Inman (end his "spring chickens" won the We’d i Coast
a few weeks. Belknap hurt his
’knee in the San Jose State tourna- Athletic Conference basketball tournament. San Jose State’s sports
ment and hasn’t been able to work- year ended on a lustrous note. Let’s reflect a moment on what made
it so.
Whining of the WCAC title doesn’t appear astonishing on the
surface. Hadn’t the Spartans won it thee year before? True, they.
ANNOt ’WING

GRAND OPENING

* Imported Pipes
and Tobaccos

$7.00 for 1 month
$18.00 for 3 months
JUST ONE-HALF BLOCK
FROM CAMPUS

FREE PARKING
NEXT TO OUR STORE

ROBERTS
TYPEWRITER CO.
EXCLUSIVE UNDER WOOD SALES AGENT
57 SO. 4th ST.

CY 4-1215

* Complete Stock
of Magazines
and Paperbacks

* 1

Er Noble
College Outline Series

THIS ISN’T EASY, FELLAS!
San Jose State all-around gymnast Rich Chew, counted on by
Coach Clair Jenne++ to give
the Spartans many points in
Saturday’s triangular with Arizona State and Cal, displays his
form and a lot of muscle on
the parallel bars. Chew was the
team point leader as a sophomore. The meet will be in conjunction with a wrestling match
between SJS and Chico State
in the upstairs mat room.

This is where servings are
large, prices are right
Whether it’s a meal or
a snack .
try

Howard’s
Crystal Creamery
FOUNTAIN - RESTAURANT
7th & Santa Clerk San Jose
7 a.m. - 1010 p.m.-Closed on Mon

100,000 DOLLAR CANNED FOOD SALE
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
We are offering big values in cannery dents and relabled famous brands by the can or the case.
ATTENTION: Boarding houses and student organizations.
A complete line of number 10 gallon size cans.

CASE LOT SALE
This week
24 No. 303 cans
per case
$2.90
Yellow cling peaches
2.90
Alberta peaches
Fruit cocktail
3.50
3.90
Bartlett pear haves
2.65
Fancy apple sauce
Orange sweet peas
3.25
2.75
Whole unpeeled apricots
3.50
Apricot halves
24 No. 21/2 cans
Whole apricots unpeeled
Sliced or halves yellow cling
peaches
Halves Bartlett pears
Fruit cocktail
Half sliced pineapple
Purple plums
Tomatoes
Tomato paste
Tomato puree
Seedless grapes

;4.40
3.75
5.50
4.90
6.50
4.50
4.50
6.90
4.50
4.75

GALLON LOT SALE

48 ’8 oz.
Tomato
Sauce
5c each

6 gallons per case

48/ 8oz. Cans
Fruits or Vegetables
Tomato products
$4.50 per case
Mix’em or Match’em
10c per can

OPEN
Mon., Tues., Wed.

Wholesale
Only
Boarding houses,
Schools and Students

YOU SAVE MONEY

per case
$4.75
Fruit cocktail
Halves y.c. peaches
4.25
4.25
Slcd. y.c. peaches
Halves Bartlett pears
5.50
Diced sweet green peppers 4.25
Oregon sweet peas
3.95
Blue Lake cut beans
3.85
Tomatoes
3.00
Purple plums
4.50
Tomato catsup fancy
4.75
Tomato puree
3.00
All green asparagus cut
spears
5.50
Chili beans
3.90
Utah diced carrots
2.00
Spinach
2.75
Sliced Oregon beets
3.50
Fruits for salad
6.90
Solid pack pie apricots
4.75

STOCK UP NOW

Open every week - Thisrh., Fri., Sat., - 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.

183 RYLAND ST.
Under the North Market St. and Coleman Ave Overpass

Civil Service Lists
Job Opportunities

Civil Sers
opp,Pli’lltlites
Jan. 17 is the final chile for filing applications to the state set’ sire examination for employment
seettr’ly trainees. The examination
date is Feb. 15. No experience is
nee ’toy.
.Ian. 20 is the closing implication
date for the examination Jr .1tinior
(Ifficitc-s of U. S, Information At.eftey and Foreisto !41.1 13.t (II livers
of the State Thi
date is Nlatiti
Jan.
thi
Mite I, 01’ 113101111g .1,1111,31 I. ’.333 33.111.1
lt4.111111.1a11,3 I. ?I13.
,33 3f13
Pal
333. 3331 11: I’ ,3 ’
111’1 jaw.%
Santa Cho’, I.:actuates dr, ir, -peetive 1964 graduates with a .I.
gree in publie, business. or pet sonnet administration. psycholoesor related field are requested t
apply for the examination. The
examination date witl be ;tn.
flounced later.
The Nata.nal Tiihttreiilosis Association in New York announces
its staff traineeship program for
964-65. Applicants should be the
graduates or prospective
1964
graduates in the fields of educasociology,
tion.
administ ri ion
psychology. health education ...
public health. Rehire March 1, interested persons are requestrat
apply and arrange for piii.son,
inters iews.
n ty Governmis,’
Cal ifornia
Education Foundation is nee .
relying applications for iii;
ment to it special 17-montnternship. Master’s Degree holders
of public administration, social
studies, government law, welfare
administzation are preferred.
Intetested students are reque,ted to eel applicat an form, and
further details at th. Plae..nent
Center. 11,51.231.

designed to protect
your dental health
TEXTURED FOR
690 TEETH AND
GUMS
Dental

LI

fifth annual
t’nunty Int erprofessional Forum
on Reading will be held Jan. 25 on

CaMpliS.
Topics of discussion will include
"Reading Improvement through
l’n,grammed Reading" by Dr.
Maurice W. Sullivan, president of
’-hulk its Associates, a Los Altos
priatnimming research of,.
ganiza lion.
"Reading. the Pinnacle of Visual
Perception" will he discussed by
I h.. (tan ph
Schrock, optometlist
anal co-author of "The Schur-Mark
ad -of-Office Vision-Training System."
lameheon speaker will he Dr.
Ii, .tot hy Petit t , associate professor
of English at San Francisco State
College. Her topic will be -The
Reader."
The forum Ls sponsored by the
Santa Clara County Optometric
Society, the Santa Clara Valley
Psychological
Assn.,
Count y
Schools, Council for Exceptional
Children and the Santa Clara
School Psychologists Assn.

Peace Corps Tests
To Be Given
I’
ts’orps placement tests will
1,..
en at the main San Jose
Post (Wire, room 2214. First and
St. John Streets. at 8:30 a.m.
’1 ii iavil:iy.
Apptiratiorts to the Corps nei:t
lie turned in before or :it the time
;111- mailable in
of Ole te:t
,313,n3 Of
ADM -

Checklists Ready
Transfer students who entered
.is’.1S last fall are requested by the
’Omissions office, AD51102, Ii
up their general education
...ment checklists this week

.it
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(Sr ASTER MECHANICS

Non -Resident Grads
May Pay Less Fees

ti1,111 .4. 111P (11%11illaie
t14!tslee... rh, criteria to be
I..
selection

in.,

The student shall have a "B"
f’t age in his prior undergraduate
and graduate studir.fs; shall be able
to qualify as a student having a
definite objective; shall qualify and
i minimum of 10 semes,nd shall demonstrate
si It financial assistance.
should he mailed to
Division, San Jose
liv Jan. 31i in order
1
It’ thai:

final
:mil

760 WrIlow Sr
San Joe. 25 C1.4
::92-5075

Ira tied in Gr.nny

Werner. ZoLen.uot

Biology Pre-Reg
Begins Today

December Signup
Today for Vets

90,t1,

- Me-cdps -

Students planning to begin
graduate work in psychology next
semester should see department
secretary Mrs. Irma Rivera at
least a week prior to the Feb. 1
comprehensive test date.
Mrs. Rivera is also taking appointments for any graduate students who wishes to see the gradinite adviser.
The test will be given from 9
31 .’ 3-33 ...,1:11e. hit,, 11(‘Pri ’2.131111Ni
atithority fry the trustees of the a.m, to noon and from 1 to 4 p.m.
California State
Ind
3 li 1(.11t1,0 non-resident
!ion tar .
graduate st I Ititt111
’
,
ir mai rthilit, 13f. Ja111,

Applications
Gradoate
sIc Cone -7e
lie con, I

Mechanics trained in Europe
for perfection in San Jose
., Vo,tsweqe

Psych Grad Tests
To Be Administered

for
Wa I

Or-

for Delius I tegisannounisst
1,,rs

-

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!

Weather Forecast ’
Now Posted Daily
A new daily weather foteciist
service for the college community
has been put into operation by
the Department of Meteiirology
and Physical Science.
Weather maps, weather forecast for the California area. :Mil
local weather observations from
the S.IS Observatory will be post ed daily on the Student Affairs
Bulletin Board at the Seventh
Street entrance to the Spartan
Cafeteria.
Weather information will Is.
ti,fr,d-I,t7=. prior

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75
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KILLION
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DISCOUNT

GERMAN BIKE

CONTRACT FOR SALE.
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ROOMS.
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Roberts Book Store
Open Tonight
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Dance to
Twist
Tropical
Latin
SESSIONS
JAM
SUNDAY
SPECIAL

HALLS OF IVY

HEARSE
Lii

LIFEGUARD
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Corsages

DANCING . . .
Friday and Saturday Nights

NEED

Print your ad Imre:

Starting Date

Flowers
and
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58 BUICK

NEED A JOB?

Li Lett and Friend (:r] Transportation (91

Dr. DC
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’-’ Personals ill
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Flower
: Shop
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APT

HELP WANTED 14)
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Bakmas

Occasion.
Veteran.. Chili, 12:30 p.m., ED -

APPR

1.00

1:

Address

Flying 211 Chsh, 7:30 p.m..
166
Alpha Eta Sigm:s, honorary ac-o,10,2, 9 P.M, r)Fm 1""’n
1. trtrill:a rlari St.
1:3 \%
Student
lironitd
Organizalion,
2 Ai lin!
CII I Pl.
11/1101tIt()%%:
‘ttanglia I hilt. 12:30 p.m., FO-

34 CHEVY

59 CHEVY .

L; Automotive 121

City

41%. tumbling, 4:30
Wt.,
UNBEATEN KING
MINA, 5 tail.. 79 5 /.’ifth St.
Warren King. 147 -pound dick*
hall. 7.30 p.m., titlist for the Spartan
1% ,11111.11.
wrestling
WI 2.;
. team. %vas undefeated in dual 1110ef
Phi Alpha Theta_ honorary his- compelition in 1s62-1;’:
SOCie.1!:. 7:20 pii.. CI I141.
( 1111% 8 p.m

ONE GIRL

PROFESSOR

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION:
A nnnnn cements (IV7 Help Wanted (4)

Upsilon,

Theta
. ia1.(1,-(1 ( ’113

p

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

ADVERTISING RATES, CALL CY 4-6414, EXT.
2081, FROM 1:20 TO 4:20, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

Name _

1111)11:

Ski Club Plans
Feb. 14-16 Trip

FOR DISPLAY

E

Spartaguide

FURN

Add this
amount for
each addil line

The Very
Rev. Patrick n,
Donahoe,
T111.501111, said V»
sehool’s fziettliy-studear ysilica
rf
11 to 1 and its undergraduate
enrollment of 1.850 ;are
eonsidertt
ideal for the hew plan.
The more than 1.000
student*
in the law school and in
graduate
programs in Ow arts. Pngineetil
’business administration An
6:30 theology will retain
the
system.
Rm..

MILITARY HISTORY AWARD-Lt. Col, Edwin T. Rios (left),
head of the Military Science Department, presents Cadet Edwardo M. Xavier with an award for his excellence in the study
of military history.
_

KILLION

Five times
200 a line

Vol. 5I

SPMCSter.

5111 TR3

Three times
23e a line

lines
lines
lines
lines

II

annals

’60 VESPA 150

One time
500 a line

’
.4111rila
rrI, knit
re.terdr1
toads If

Under the present st.stam
dents carry six to eight sultjagil

Foreign Study
Applications Due

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES
2
3
4
5

CIIISSCS Will !nevi hair
111664
week, with the reniaining
day;
Wednesday, devoted to
oritziniz5
tional meetings and
n:aIAA
lures,

fan’
Pre -registration
biology,
science education, pre-medical. and
pre-dental majors will begin today
in S242. Those pm-registering must
have already been pre -advised by
The deadline for all Interns their advisers.
Seniors and graduates will be tional ’Overseas’ Programs appliregistered from 8 to 10 a.m. jun.:cations is 5 p.m. Wednesday. The
iors from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m., sopho- applications should be Iona -it irto
mores from 12 to 2 p.m., and fresh- Dim Ryan’s office. ADM2..9 edit
attendant recommendation:, :awl
men front 2 to 4 p.m.
proficiency forms.
The College Foreign Stud). Ca in:mittee will be screening applicants
during final exam week. .tan. 1623. Tentatise results will be an- flounced beliort. Jail. 2,’,
The Ski Club’s ski trip to Sqaw
7 .11 :IN :111:1I111.
Applications a,
Valley, slated for Feb. 14-16, has in AI)51269.
been changed to Heavenly Valley.
The trip will cost $10, which in chutes
bus I ransportzdion
and
lodgings. Signups may be made in
131.
The trip during semester break
to Heavenly Valley has been

To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, inst fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send it with a check or
cosh to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, Son
Jose State College, Son Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.

Minimum
Two lines
One time

.3t. II la

To begin in September. fh,
system is intended 1,.
dents more indepefia,
time.
During the !hill.
terms nil the
w.loirinie
year
freshmen 4,1
50(1 ii
o
s Titus Irilir
1.1
courses each ten ii. 131311,31S
Ad
seniors, three.

Three-Sectored

FUND DONATION -Cadet Colonel Herbert Baker (left), group
commander of the AFROTC, presents $40 for the Linda Bishoff
Television Fund to Cadet Colonel Grant Somers of the Army
ROTC. Miss Bishoff was injured by a hit and run driver last fall
and is recuperating from her injuries.

Todd

University of
ministrators havl.
announced
tentions to reorganize
the agt,
diunie year to it
"modified"
tri
111a ’.1e system.

The

Dental hygiene Company

R r ,

Santa Clara Plans
;Trimester System

Fifth S.C. County
Reading Forum
Held Here Jan. 25
Santa Clara

6---,11.%IlT 5N 11 Sil

approve,:
292 tirit

To piece on od:
Daily10
Call at Spartan
I:30%
Ad Office, J207,
Send in handy erchol:;:i
or
- Enclosed cob
order.
No law*
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